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XM Radio takes its ball and goes home  

Posted August 31, 2004 @ 3:01 PM 
by Eric Bangeman   

Last week, 
we reported 
on a cool 
app (Time 
Trax) that 
had drawn 
the 
unwelcome 
scrutiny of 
both XM 
Radio and 
the RIAA. 
Time Trax 
enables 
owners of 
the XM PCR 
to record 
XM Radio 
programming on a PC, a very popular feature that has apparently led 
to XM's discontinuing the XM PCR. While XM will not confirm that the 
PCR has been pulled off the market, some XM Radio resellers are 
reporting that they have been informed that it has. 

XM is still looking for a way to stop the distribution of Time Trax, 
displeased as they are that people would want to time shift a 
broadcast or save it to listen again later. A company spokesperson 
confirmed this, saying that "we continue to pursue appropriate 
options related to TimeTrax, including any legal or other options." In 
the meantime, XM's move is proving to be a windfall for current PCR 
owners, as the law of supply and demand has kicked in. The normally 
US$49.95 unit is now fetching upwards of US$350 on ebay. 

For its part, the RIAA denies having any influence over XM's decision 
to pull the PCR off the market, although it shares the concerns XM 
has over the product. 
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"We are very concerned about a variety of technologies 
that essentially transform performances into music 
libraries," RIAA spokesman Steve Marks said. "We have 
communicated our concerns to XM and other 
broadcasters and Webcasters, (and told them) that we'd 
like to work together with them to address technologies 
that hijack these performances." 

Transforming a performance into a music library? I was doing that 
back in the late 70s with the help of my FM radio and a cassette 
player. If it wasn't so frustrating, it would be funny how many times 
the recording and broadcasting industries have been up in arms 
about some new technology that threatened their business model. 
It's high time they embraced the combination of changing 
technologies and consumer attitudes that lead to products like Time 
Trax. Who knows — if they gave consumers a product they wanted 
they might actually see revenues increase and make their 
shareholders happy. 

[Discussion | Send to a Friend] 

  

  

Recent Stories 

Microsoft opens its MSN Music 
Web store  

Posted September 1, 2004 @ 5:49 PM, 

by Ken "Caesar" Fisher  
A day ahead of schedule, 
Microsoft has opened the MSN 
Music store. Launching the 
store as a "preview," the debut 
will be complete tomorrow 
when Windows Media Player 10 
is introduced. Full Story  

SCO cuts a deal for legal 
expenses  

Posted September 1, 2004 @ 2:01 PM, 

by Eric Bangeman  
SCO announced its 3rd quarter 
2004 earnings (not good) 
yesterday. It has also entered 
into an agreement with the law 
firm representing it to cap its 
legal fees. Full Story  

Philadelphia considering creating 

XM Radio takes its ball and 
goes home  

Posted August 31, 2004 @ 3:01 PM, 

by Eric Bangeman  
XM Radio has discontinued 
the XM PCR, an XM receiver 
that allowed you to listen to 
broadcasts on the PC. The 
reason? A program that 
allowed subscribers to time 
shift and record 
content. Full Story  

Dual core Opterons shown off  
Posted August 31, 2004 @ 11:37 AM, 

by Eric Bangeman  
AMD will show off its new 
dual-core Opterons at its 
facility in Austin, Texas. Plans 
are for the chips to begin 
shipping in mid 2005. Full Story  

Intel details 65 nanometer plans  
Posted August 31, 2004 @ 10:11 AM, 
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world's largest WiFi hotspot  
Posted September 1, 2004 @ 10:24 

AM, by Eric Bangeman  
Philadelphia looks at creating a 
city-wide WiFi network. Would 
such a network chase off other 
broadband providers? Full Story  

Cell phone fines for rudeness... 
coming soon near you?  

Posted September 1, 2004 @ 9:35 AM, 

by Ken "Caesar" Fisher  
Huntington Beach, California, 
introduced steep fines for using 
cell phones in public libraries. A 
first offense could cost you 
$250, and it all up from 
there. Full Story  

by Eric Bangeman  
Intel plans to transition CPU 
production to a 65nm process 
starting in late 2005. Will it go 
more smoothly than the 
switch to 90nm did? Full Story  

iMac G5 unveiled  
Posted August 31, 2004 @ 7:17 AM, 

by Eric Bangeman  
Apple took the wraps off of 
the iMac G5 this morning at 
the Apple Paris Expo. The new 
iMacs start at 1.6GHz and 
US$1,299. Full Story  
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